y years of lingering long hours in gun
shops or gun shows are past, but seeing
something new or overhearing a
comment that piques, my curiosity can still
cause me to take a closer look. Such was the
case not too long ago. Purchase complete, I was
speeding for the door when I overheard a
salesman's comment "This is what you carry
when you can't carry a real gun." I slid to a halt,
feigning interest in the wares beneath the glass
counter top and got a glimpse as he slipped a
North American Arms' Mini Revolver on the
countertop. My Grandmother always advised the
boys running around her house to never
interfere with a feeding animal or another man's
business. Without a word, I left the store quietly.
In all honesty, I confess I don't carry a Mini
Revolver as my primary defensive handgun, nor
usually as a backup for my primary. The latter
position is reserved for a .380 NAA Guardian.
However, I count on a Mini to come through if
the other two fail. I don't take
the importance of my
defensive tools lightly. The
presence of a NAA Mini on
my person is a
demonstration of my
confidence in it.
North American Arms
established themselves
during the 1980s

M

producing their finely crafted, diminutive,
single-action Mini Revolvers. Not content with
offering just one model, NAA offers Mini
Revolvers in a variety of barrel lengths,
chambered for .22 Short, LR and Magnum, as
well as 17 Mach 2 and .17HMR. If black powder
rings your chimes, there's a .22 cap-and-ball
version.
Several years ago NAA jumped into the
pocket pistol fray with their Guardians, first
chambered for .25 and .32ACP, and later
upgraded to .380ACP. Models chambered for
new bottleneck cartridges, the .25 and .32 NAA,
followed soon. Double-action-only stainless steel
pistols, the Guardians were designed to
compete with Seecamp's much in demand, but
limited in quantity pocket offering.
NAA Guardians are well-made,
dependable pocket guns, and as stated
previously, a .380 is my constant companion.
Gun Details
NAA uses
highly rust resistant
17-4 pH surgical
stainless steel in their
guns. With CNC
machining they
produce their Mini
Revolvers to exacting
dimensions that
ensures top quality. The
standard grips on the
Minis I have on hand
are made from rosewood
laminate. Barrel, frame,

and cylinder flutes are matte finish and the
cylinder is highly polished. There are no trigger
guards on Minis.
In the same vein as Colt's Peacemaker or
Remington's percussion revolvers, NAA rimfire
revolvers are single action. Pull the hammer
back, press the trigger until bang, and repeat the
process until the 5-shot cylinder is empty. The
bird's head design of the grip frame makes the
process easy, effective and reasonably fast. For
carry, the hammer can be lowered to place its
firing pin in a notch located between each
chamber of the cylinder.
Once the cylinder is empty, there is no
speed reload for a Mini,
unless one had the
factory fit another
cylinder. Otherwise, pull
the cylinder pin free, drop
the cylinder into a hand,
pull the empties out with
the pin, and reload the
chambers. Drop the
cylinder back in the Mini's
frame and reinsert the pin
to secure it. Reload
finished.
Some time ago
NAA's General Manager
Ken Friel provided a
prototype of a new
version of the Mini
Revolver. This little fellow
wears an easy to acquire
front sight, about 0.125 of
an inch thick (twice
standard), complete with
a tritium insert.
Traditional sights on Mini
Revolvers are minimal,
small rounded blades:
Given that these
revolvers are intended for
up-close work, that is
really not viewed as a big
obstacle. Point-n-shoot
describes the method
most used with these
NAA shooters.
Of course, it
certainly never hurts to
have a sight, even if one

does not use it, and its presence might actually
encourage one to use it. I am a big fan of tritium
inserts! Just like the larger sight, it's better to
have the insert and never need it than to not
have it; and stumble into a situation when it is
needed and be tritiumless!
Range Time
I was very interested in just what effect
the enlarged sight would have on performance. I
checked out the usefulness of the tritium insert
in a rather low-tech manner. Double-checking
that the Mini was unloaded I turned out the lights

pretty much where I aimed with an
average of 5 pounds of pressure
applied to the trigger. Using the
traditional front sight and flat top strap,
placing the entire sight on the target,
bullet impact was slightly low. Add the
larger front sight and the impact was
about an inch low. Neither proved a real
problem, with center of mass hits, and
even those in the ocular zone, easily
made.
Both NAA Minis arrived with
barrels 1.63 inches long. This hardly
seems enough barrel to stabilize a
.22Mag bullet traveling in the 1000 feet
per second (fps) range, but it did. No
shots showed any sign of keyholing.
Carry Options

in the house! Bingo! Bright tritium glow.
Night-Ops Gladius light in hand, I tried almost
every flashlight grip available and found the
larger sight worked much better than the
standard version, even when the tritium did not
show up. A trip to the range, as the sun was
fading, confirmed my opinion of the tritium insert
and front sight. I like 'em!
What about in normal light? Picking up
the blocky front sight is a snap. In a side-by-side
comparison with a standard .22 Magnum Mini, I
felt the modified Mini got on target sooner. As
expected, point shooting revealed no difference.
From the bench, at realistic distances of 21 feet,
the Modified Mini had a definite accuracy edge.
One thing about both Minis is the shot
placement. Raising both revolvers into my vision
area, and getting a flash "sight picture" of the
handgun superimposed on the target, shots fell

Mini Revolvers, with or without
the modified front sight, are meant to be
carried! Considering their diminutive
size: A. There is no excuse for not
having one along; and, B. There are a
lot of options for how to carry them.
Concealed carry on body options
are essentially the same as for larger
handguns. Belt carry, while viable,
seems a tad overkill; unless tucked
inside the waistband where a larger
pistol will not work. Just about any
pocket will work, and the 6.2-ounce
weight and minimal bulk of the Mini make
pockets an excellent choice. NAA offers quite a
few holsters that will do quite nicely for belt,
pocket or even ankle or shoulder carry. On hand
I had a NAA rough-out IWB holster that uses a
stout metal clip to attach to belt or waistband. It
is compact and comfortable enough for
appendix carry where the Mini disappears, or
can be tucked into a boot top.
I have always been impressed by the
Ky-Tac's Kydex holsters. Of thin 0.06 of an inch
thick Kydex, the Pockit-Lockit holster does an
excellent job masking the Mini's outline,' and
stabilizes the revolver to ensure a fast, smooth
draw.

Final Notes
So, what's the verdict on
NAA Mini Revolvers and the
larger front sight? As stated
earlier, I carry a Mini, and my
recent examination of them has
not changed my belief they can
be an important part of a
self-defense system. I ended
my evaluation even more
impressed with both Mini
Revolvers. As for the prototype
enlarged front sight, I'm
convinced the addition of this
sight and tritium insert was a
great idea!
It seems I am not alone
in this belief. Taking the tritium
sighted Mini the next step, NAA
decided production versions
would wear XS sights, with
their larger white circle around
the tritium insert. XS sights are
well known for their excellent
visibility in any light conditions.
As good as the prototype
looked to me, the XS version
should be even better. Have
your retailer contact Ellett
Brothers to get your hands on
this next-gen Mini!
Just another in a long
string of good ideas from NAA!

The author feels these two NAA handguns are an
integral part of his self-defense system.
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